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Abstract

Wireless communication is of paramount importance in today’s world, enabling billions of
people to connect to each other and the internet, transforming every sector of the economy,
and building the foundations for powerful new technologies that hold great promise to im-
prove lives at an unprecedented rate and scale. The rapid increase in the number of devices
and the associated demands for higher data rates and broader network coverage fuels the
need for more robust wireless technologies. The key technology identified to address this
problem is called Cell-Free Massive MIMO (CF-mMIMO).

CF-mMIMO is accompanied by many challenges, one of which is how to efficiently manage
limited resources, giving rise to the resource allocation problem in wireless networks. In this
thesis, we focus on a major problem that hinders resource allocation in wireless networks,
namely the Pilot Assignment problem (PA). While this is a problem that is the focus of active
research in engineering, it has received little attention from theoretical computer scientists,
despite having several graph-theoretic schemes to tackle it. In the course of this thesis, we
delve into the theory of computational complexity and approximability, and establish results
pertaining to these concepts for the Pilot Assignment problem with the help of original
reductions. We further discuss our findings in the context of the algorithms already proposed
in the literature to tackle this problem.
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Introduction

0.1 Background: Cell-Free Massive MIMO
Wireless networks is an essential technology for enabling flexible communication and con-
nectivity between individuals (or machines) across regions. In addition, it is transforming
every sector of the economy (transportation, healthcare, education, etc.), and powerful new
technologies (artificial intelligence, internet of things, etc.) are being built upon it. Cellular
networks is the technology that 1G to 5G relies on [20, 32]. They are designed primarily
for voice and data transmissions, and the overall network performance is measured by the
spectral efficiency (SE) or the uplink/downlink throughput attained by every user in the
network. Here, the coverage area is divided up into non-overlapping cells and we have a
single AP coordinating data transmissions amongst user devices within its cell. The entire
spectrum (used for wireless communication) is divided up into channels and a set of chan-
nels is often assigned to each cell such that neighbouring cells don’t share the same channels.
Figure 1 depicts a typical cellular network.

However, as the number of devices that depend on wireless communication networks con-
tinues to grow, each needing a high connection rate and better coverage with minimal in-
terference, this technology will no longer be suitable [24, 32]. Particularly, resources (e.g.
channels, power, spectrum) in a wireless network are limited and must be managed effi-
ciently. Further, the User Equipments (UEs) at the edge of the cells get poor service due
to inter-cell interference, as the channels of UEs in the cells neighbouring such UEs are in
close proximity, and at the same time, are often not orthogonal (distinct). For the same
reason, we also see interference at the APs due to signals received from UEs in cells other
than the cell where the UE under consideration is located. These interferences are depicted
in Figure 2. For future wireless communications (e.g., 6G), the key technology that has the
potential to enhance connectivity and provide better coverage for billions of users is referred
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of Cellular network architecture

to as Cell-Free Massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (CF-mMIMO).

As the name suggests, CF-mMIMO allows a device/user (UE) to be served by multiple
access points (APs) that are within its range without the notion of boundaries; in contrast
to the current technology, which allows each UE to be served by only one AP within a
defined boundary. Essentially, all the UEs can be served by all the APs in the network. All
APs are connected to the CPU through a backhaul link and perform signal processing in
the CPU. The CPU is responsible for coordinating various resource allocations. Due to the
user-centric (UC) cooperation relationship between APs, the cell boundary is eliminated to
a certain extent, which limits the effects of cell interference. Moreover, the distance between
the APs and the user is shorter than that in a traditional cellular network, which leads to
lower path loss and higher diversity gain [6, 22]. Refer to Figure 3 for a schematic of a
cell-free network architecture. The goal of this network is to reduce inter-cell interferences,
improve the uniform distribution of spectral efficiency amongst users and enhance network
reliability [24]. CF-mMIMO is accompanied by many challenges, one of which is how to
efficiently manage limited resources (spectrum, pilot signals, energy, and power) – the so-
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of inter-cell interference

called resource allocation problem in wireless networks.

For the sake of this thesis, we will consider a CF-mMIMO system with M single-antenna
APs and K (K ≪ M) UEs where the APs are randomly distributed in a large area. At first
glance, the condition that the number of APs is far greater than the number of users might
appear strange, given our current understanding of APs as transmission towers. However,
the idea for 6G is that these APs will now be small enough to be on “strips” that shall be
pasted all over the walls of rooms inhabited by users. This also gives us an understanding
of why the distance between the APs and the users is shorter than before. Since a large
number of distributed APs jointly provide uniform service to a small number of UEs using
the same time-frequency resource without any notion of boundaries, it is often the case that
AP selection is done for each user, such that only a subset of the APs providing service
above a certain threshold are considered for any energy or spectral efficiency calculations
pertaining to that user [31, 23]. This is depicted in Figure 4. We can ignore the contribu-
tion of the APs which are far from the user in the data transmission. Therefore, it is not
necessary to consider all APs providing service to a certain user. AP selection can reduce
interference between users and increase the achievable rate per user by improving system
Energy Efficiency (EE) and reducing backhaul load [22]. An important assumption made in
this thesis is that AP selection is always done for any CF-mMIMO system we consider. We
now turn our attention towards a major problem that hinders resource allocation in wireless
communication networks, and is a resource allocation problem itself: the Pilot Assignment
problem.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of Cell-free network architecture

0.2 Introduction to the Pilot Assignment problem

0.2.1 Description of the problem

It is essential to acquire accurate Channel State Information (CSI) between the UEs and the
APs to reap all the benefits potentially provided by the distributed user-centric, cell-free,
massive MIMO architecture [7]. Channel estimation allows APs to process data signals from
the UEs, which in turn facilitates the decoding and encoding of data signals at the CPU.
To perform channel estimation for a user, a pilot signal needs to be assigned to it. In the
system setting, it is assumed that APs and UEs do not have a priori CSI at the beginning
of a coherent interval. The CSI is estimated in what is called a pilot training phase, which
usually happens in the uplink. All communications are carried out on the same frequency
band and work in time division duplex (TDD) mode. Due to the channel reciprocity of
the TDD system, only uplink channel estimation is performed [22]. Thus uplink training
or uplink pilot transmission is necessary and sufficient for both uplink and downlink data
transmission between UEs and APs. So, channel estimation is needed only at the beginning
of a coherent interval τc. Thus, τ pilot sequences (or signals) of length τ each are assigned to
the UEs prior to uplink data transmission for channel estimation. Each UE is assigned one
pilot. The received pilot information is used for channel estimation. The estimated channel
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Figure 4: AP selection in cell-free massive mMIMO system

is used to detect the received data, thereby allowing us to calculate the Spectral Efficiency
(SE) of each UE [11]. However, due to the limited length of the coherence interval, the
available number of orthogonal pilot sequences is normally smaller than the number of UEs
(τ ≪ K) and some UEs have to reuse a given pilot. Hence, the orthogonality among the
pilot sequences for all UEs is typically not achieved. The pilot reuse causes an impairment
known as pilot contamination, which can degrade the system performance, by lowering the
achievable uplink/downlink rates and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the
system [31, 23]. This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 5.

0.2.2 Existing work, Objective and Scope of the thesis

The Pilot Assignment PA problem has been extensively researched from the engineers’ per-
spective to find heuristics-based algorithms that return efficient solutions for this distributed
architecture. The most straightforward and naive pilot allocation strategy is the random
pilot assignment scheme, in which the available pilots are assigned randomly to each user
[24]. Of course, this does not address any of the problems, including two nearby users
sharing the same pilot, and thus turns out to be the worst scheme. The greedy pilot as-
signment scheme proposed in [24] works by iteratively improving the downlink rate for the
worst user. However, such a method can only improve the worst user’s performance at any
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Figure 5: Pilot contamination in cell-free architecture

given point, and cannot guarantee an improvement in the whole system’s performance. This
means that this algorithm is not guaranteed to converge stably to a global maximum value.
The location-based greedy pilot assignment scheme utilizes the location information of the
users for the initial assignment of pilots in the greedy scheme, instead of random assignment.
This method, however, does not prove to be very effective in practice and only promotes the
throughput performances of a few users [33, 23]. The structured pilot assignment scheme
maximizes the minimum distance among UEs that share the same pilot using a clustering
algorithm, but the implementation in a real-world cell-free massive MIMO system is hin-
dered by the difficulty of finding the centroid APs in such practical systems [2, 23]. The
Maximal increment (MI) algorithm maximizes the achievable (downlink) rate by maximizing
the increment in an iterative algorithm, but it has high time complexity [30]. The Hungarian
Algorithm based pilot assignment scheme is an iterative procedure based on the Hungarian
algorithm to enhance system throughput and fairness by avoiding pilot reuse among nearby
users. In fact, it has been a common theme to design algorithms by avoiding pilot reuse
between nearby users. However, it has been observed that it is not sufficiently accurate to
measure pilot contamination solely based on the geographical distance between the users
[6, 31].
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Recently, two graph-based pilot assignment schemes have been used: The graph-colouring
based pilot assignment scheme and the Max-k-Cut based pilot assignment scheme in a
weighted graphic framework. In both cases, the CF-mMIMO architecture is visualized as a
graph, with the UEs forming the vertices and the edges depicting the interference between
the UEs. The pilot assignment optimization is then solved on this graph. Since both the
graph-colouring and the Max-k-Cut problems fall in the class of NP-hard problems, heuris-
tic graph algorithms have been employed to find reasonable solutions to the PA problem,
supported by experimental results obtained via simulations, where they outperform other
non-graph theoretic algorithms with reasonable time complexity. Further, the Max-k-Cut
scheme even outperforms the graph-colouring scheme [31, 23], making it the state of the art.
This leads us to believe that there must be some sort of natural relation between the pilot
assignment optimization problem, and classical graph-theoretic optimization problems. The
experimental results seen so far aim to optimize a certain Quality of Service (QoS) metric
that, such as the system or sum-user SE, the system throughput and the system Energy Ef-
ficiency (EE), all of which can be expressed via the uplink/downlink achievable rates, which
further depend on the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) [7, 22, 6, 23, 31].

Despite all the research effort that has been put into solving the pilot contamination prob-
lem in cell-free massive MIMO systems, the pilot assignment problem has received very little
attention from a theoretical computer science perspective. In particular, an explicit proof of
the computational hardness of this problem is yet to be seen. Further, assuming the prob-
lem is indeed hard to solve, which justifies the various heuristics algorithms being employed
to arrive at a reasonably close-to-optimal solution, there are no theoretical guarantees on
how well one can approximate the optimal solution in polynomial time. This thesis aims
to answer the above questions. Modification of existing heuristics for PA, and the design or
implementation of better heuristics based on the graph problems we study to prove theoret-
ical results for the PA problem are out of the scope of this thesis. We also limit ourselves to
achieving high spectral efficiency or system throughput, and do not take into consideration
the trade-off that exists between the energy efficiency and the spectral efficiency of the sys-
tem [22].

0.3 Original Contributions
All the definitions and results pertaining to the Pilot Assignment problem in Chapter 2
are original. While many of the ideas are heavily borrowed from [12], the main proof in
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the chapter, the NP-hardness of the Pilot Assignment problem, is completely original. The
approximability results for the Pilot Assignment problem in Chapter 3 are also original and
are inspired by the results in [12]. This thesis refers to the textbook [3] for all the definitions
and results on complexity theory in Chapter 1 and approximation theory in Chapter 3.

The big picture here is that the thesis provides greater insights into the very structure of
the Pilot Assignment problem on a graph. As noted in Subsection 0.2.2, the Max-k-Cut

problem has been used to develop the current state of the art for pilot assignment. Our
contribution here is to focus on its dual problem, the Min-k-Partition, to prove theoretical
approximation bounds for the Pilot Assignment problem. With a clear distinction made
between the approximability of the Max-k-Cut and the Min-k-Partition problems, this
thesis is able to shed light on the classical graph problem that is perhaps the best-suited for
future work on heuristic algorithms for PA.
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Chapter 1

Preliminaries

The goal of this chapter is to introduce the basic concepts related to the complexity of op-
timization problems. Since the major concepts in complexity theory are defined in terms of
decision problems, we will first discuss them by stating the main definitions and results con-
cerning decision problems. In particular, we will introduce the two complexity classes P and
NP, and we will briefly discuss their relationship by introducing the concepts of polynomial-
time reductions, complexity class closure, and hard and complete problems. Later, we will
define the same concepts and notions in the context of optimization problems. These def-
initions and results can be found in Chapter 1 of [3]. Finally, we introduce the concept of
strong NP-hardness for problems in both NP and NPO.

1.1 Complexity of decision problems
Definition 1.1.1 (Decision problem). A decision problem is a tuple (I, SOL) where
I is the set of instances and SOL : I → {0, 1} associates with every instance x either zero
or one. The problem P is identified with the language LP = {x ∈ I |SOL(x) = 1}. The
problem asks, for any instance x ∈ I, to verify whether x ∈ LP , also known as verifying if x
is a “yes”-instance of P , and if the language LP is recognizable.

Definition 1.1.2 (The class P). The class of decision problems that can be solved in
polynomial time. In other words, it is the set of all such decision problems P for which there
exists a polynomial-time algorithm A such that, for a given instance x ∈ IP , A returns yes

if and only if x ∈ LP . We also say that the language LP is recognized by A.
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In the above definitions, given an instance x of a problem P , the corresponding solution
is a binary value that indicates whether the instance is a “yes” instance. In most cases,
determining this also involves finding an object y(x), which could be a string, set, array,
graph, etc., whose characteristics are stated in the problem instance. The decision problem
asks for the existence of such an object. We shall call this object y(x) a solution of P .

Definition 1.1.3 (The class NP). The class of decision problems whose solutions can be
verified in polynomial time. In other words, it is the set of all such decision problems for
which there exists a polynomial-time algorithm (known as an efficient certifier) that takes as
input an instance of the problem, and a certificate for the problem instance (whose length is
polynomial in the size of the problem instance), and verifies the certificate.

A problem P ∈ NP if there exists an efficient verifier B such that for a given instance x of
P , x is a “yes”-instance of P if and only if there exists a certificate t(x), which depends on
x, such that B(s, t) = yes.

Remark 1.1.1. While it is easy to see that P ⊆ NP, the question of whether P = NP is
fundamental in the area of algorithms, and is one of the most famous problems in com-
puter science. It is widely believed that P ̸= NP, and this is taken as a working hypothesis
throughout the field, although there is little technical evidence for it.

1.1.1 Polynomial-time reducibility among problems

A reduction from a problem P1 to a problem P2 presents a method to solve P1 using an
algorithm for P2. This means that P2 is at least as difficult as P1, as long as the reduction
involves “simple enough” steps. In this section, let IP be the set of problem instances and
SP be the set of problem solutions for any problem P .

Definition 1.1.4 (Polynomial time many-one reducibility or Karp reducibility). A
polynomial-time many-one reduction or a Karp reduction from a decision problem P1 to a
decision problem P2 is a polynomial-time algorithm that transforms a given instance x ∈ IP1

of P1 to an instance y ∈ IP2 of P2 in such a way that x ∈ LP1 if and only if y ∈ LP2. A
reduction of this type is denoted by P1 ≤p

m P2. If both P1 ≤p
m P2 and P2 ≤p

m P1 we say that
P1 and P2 are Karp-equivalent, and we write P1 ≡p

m P2.

A more general form of Karp reducibility is defined as follows:

Definition 1.1.5 (Oracle). Let P be the problem of computing a (possibly multivalued)
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function f : IP → SP . An oracle for problem P is an abstract device or a subroutine which,
for any x ∈ IP , returns a value f(x) ∈ SP . It is assumed that the oracle may return the
value in just one computation step.

Definition 1.1.6 (Polynomial time Turing reducibility or Cook reducibility). Let P1

be the problem of computing a (possibly multivalued) function f : IP1 → SP1. A polynomial-
time Turing reduction or a Cook reduction from problem P1 to a problem P2 (defined
similarly as above) is an algorithm that solves P1 using a polynomial number of queries to
an oracle for P2, and polynomial time outside of those queries. A reduction of this type is
denoted by P1 ≤p

T P2. If both P1 ≤p
T P2 and P2 ≤p

T P1 we say that P1 and P2 are Turing-
equivalent, and we write P1 ≡p

T P2.

It is clear that Karp-reducibility is a special case of Turing-reducibility, where the problems
P1 and P2 are decision problems, the oracle is queried just once for P2, and the value returned
by the reduction is the same value as the one returned by the oracle.

Definition 1.1.7 (Complexity Class Closure). A complexity class C is said to be closed
with respect to a reducibility ≤r if, for any pair of decision problems P1, P2 such that P1 ≤r P2,
P2 ∈ C ⇒ P1 ∈ C.

Definition 1.1.8 (Complete and Hard problems). For any complexity class C, a deci-
sion problem P ∈ C is said to be complete in C (equivalently, C-complete) with respect
to a reducibility ≤r if, for any other decision problem P1 ∈ C, P1 ≤r P . When the condition
P ∈ C is relaxed, the problem is said to be C-hard.

We immediately note the following facts from the above definitions:

Remark 1.1.2.

1. For any two problems P1 and P2 which are C-complete with respect to a reducibility
≤r, P1 ≡r P2.

2. For any pair of complexity classes C1 and C2 such that C1 ⊂ C2 and C1 is closed with
respect to a reducibility ≤r, any C2-complete problem P belongs to C2 \ C1.

We now state a few well-known results without proof:

Result 1.1.1.

1. The complexity class NP is closed with respect to Karp reducibility, ≤p
m.

11



2. Karp reductions have the transitive property, i.e., if P1 ≤p
m P2 and P2 ≤p

m P3, then
P1 ≤p

m P3.

Definition 1.1.9 (NP-complete and NP-hard decision problems). A decision prob-
lem P is said to be NP-complete if it is complete in NP with respect to ≤p

m, i.e., P ∈ NP
and, for any decision problem P1 ∈ NP, P1 ≤p

m P . When the first condition of P ∈ NP is
relaxed, P is said to be NP-hard.

1.2 Complexity of optimization problems

1.2.1 Optimization problems

Definition 1.2.1 (Optimization problem). An optimization problem P is a tuple
(IP , SOLP , mP , goalP ) where:

• IP is the set of instances of P ,

• SOLP is a function that associates to an instance x ∈ IP , the set of feasible solutions
of x,

• mP is a measure function, defined for a pair (x, y) where x ∈ IP and y ∈ SOLP (x),
that returns a positive rational which is the value of the feasible solution y.

• goalP ∈ {min, max} denotes whether P is a minimization or a maximization problem.

Notation 1.2.1. Given an input instance x, we denote by SOL∗
P (x) the set of optimal

solutions of x. More formally, for every y∗(x) ∈ SOL∗
P (x) :

mP (x, y
∗(x)) = goalP{v | v = mP (x, z) ∧ z ∈ SOLP (x)}.

The value of any optimal solution y∗(x) of x is denoted as m∗
P (x).

The definition of an optimization problem P naturally leads to the following three different
problems, depending on what kind of solution is sought:

1. Constructive Problem (PC) - Given an instance x ∈ I, find an optimal solution
y∗(x) ∈ SOL∗(x) and its measure m∗(x).
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2. Evaluation Problem (PE) - Given an instance x ∈ I, compute the value m∗(x).

3. Decision Problem (PD) - Given an instance x ∈ I and a positive rational q ∈ Q+,
decide if m∗(x) ≥ q (if goal = max) or if m∗(x) ≤ q (if goal = min). As seen in
Definition 1.1.1, if goal = max, the set {(x, q) |x ∈ I ∧ m∗(x) ≥ q} (or {(x, q) |x ∈
I ∧m∗(x) ≤ q} if goal = min) is called the underlying language of P .

We drop the subscript “P ” above as the context is clear. Note that for any optimization
problem P , the corresponding decision problem PD is not harder than the constructive prob-
lem PC .

1.2.2 PO and NPO problems

Analogous to the NP class of decision problems, we define the NPO class of optimization
problems:

Definition 1.2.2 (The class NPO). An optimization problem P = (IP , SOLP , mP , goalP )
belongs to the class NPO if the following hold:

1. the set of instances IP is recognizable in polynomial time,

2. there exists a polynomial q such that, given an instance x ∈ IP ,

(a) |y| ≤ q(|x|) ∀ y ∈ SOLP (x),

(b) and it is decidable in polynomial time whether y ∈ SOLP (x) for every y with
|y| ≤ q(|x|).

3. the measure function mP is computable in polynomial time.

We note the expected relationship between the classes NP and NPO:

Theorem 1.2.1. For any optimization problem P in NPO, the corresponding decision prob-
lem PD belongs to NP.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is straightforward and short, and is presented as Theorem
1.1 in Chapter 1, Section 1.4.2 of [3]. ■
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Definition 1.2.3 (The class PO). An optimization problem P belongs to the class PO if
it is in NPO and there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, for any instance x ∈ IP ,
returns an optimal solution y ∈ SOL∗(x), together with its value m∗(x).

1.2.3 NP-hard optimization problems

To talk about the relative complexity of optimization problems as we did in Section 1.1.1
for decision problems using (polynomial-time) Karp reductions and the concept of NP-
completeness, we must use polynomial-time Turing reductions as Karp reductions are only
defined for decision problems.

Definition 1.2.4 (NP-hard optimization problems). An optimization problem P is
called NP-hard if, for every decision problem P ′ ∈ NP, P ′ ≤p

T P , that is, P ′ can be solved
in polynomial time by an algorithm which queries an oracle that, for any instance x ∈ IP ,
returns an optimal solution y∗(x) of x along with its value m∗

P (x).

Remark 1.2.1. We note that as a consequence of the definition of NP-completeness, to
conclude that an optimization problem P is NP-hard, it is enough to show that for an
NP-complete problem P ′, P ′ ≤p

T P holds true.

We state a simple lemma:

Lemma 1.2.2. Let a problem P ∈ NPO. The underlying language (or the corresponding
decision version) of P is NP-complete if and only if P is NP-hard.

Note that we do not call optimization problems with NP-complete decision versions NPO-
complete. This is due to the connection between approximation algorithms and computa-
tional optimization problems. Reductions which preserve approximation in some respect are
preferred to the usual Turing and Karp reductions. This is discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 3.

We formally state another lemma, the proof of which can be found in Section 1.4.4, Chapter
1 of [3]:

Lemma 1.2.3.

1. For any problem P ∈ NPO, PD ≡p
T PE ≤p

T PC.

2. If P ∈ NPO and its corresponding decision problem PD is NP-complete, then PC ≤p
T
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PD.

The above result shows that given an optimization problem, when the decision problem is
NP-complete, the constructive, evaluation, and decision problems are equivalent.

1.3 Strong NP-hardness
In this final section, we discuss the concept of strong NP-hardness. This is exclusive to nu-
meric problems, that is, problems with numerical input parameters, whose encoding lengths
are generally exponential in the input length/size n of the problem. Sometimes, the NP-
hardness (or NP-completeness) of an optimization or decision problem is only due to in-
stances involving “large numbers”. Such problems have pseudo-polynomial time algorithms.
We formalize these terms in the following definitions:

Definition 1.3.1 (Pseudo-polynomial time algorithm). A pseudo-polynomial time
algorithm for a problem P is an algorithm that, given an instance x ∈ IP , runs in time
bounded by a polynomial in two variables - the numeric value of the input (usually defined to
be the maximum value present in the input, max(x)), and the length of the input (the encoding
length or the number of bits required to represent it, denoted by |x|), unlike polynomial time
algorithms.

Definition 1.3.2 (Strong NP-completeness). Let P be a decision problem in NP, with
an instance x ∈ IP . Let max(x) denote the value of the largest number occurring in the
instance x. Given a polynomial p, let Pmax,p be the restriction of P to those instances with
the property that max(x) ≤ p(|x|). If Pmax,p remains an NP-complete problem for some
polynomial p, then P is called strongly NP-complete.

A decision problem is said to be strongly NP-hard if a strongly NP-complete problem has a
polynomial reduction to it.

Definition 1.3.3 (Strong NP-hardness). Let an optimization problem P ∈ NPO and p

be a polynomial. Define Pmax,p as above. P is said to be strongly NP-hard if Pmax,p is
NP-hard for some polynomial p.

We prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1.3.1. Unless P = NP, no strongly NP-hard problem can have a pseudo-polynomial
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time algorithm.

Proof. Let us assume that there exists a problem P which is strongly NP-hard and also has a
pseudo-polynomial time algorithm. By the definition of pseudo-polynomial time algorithm,
there exists an algorithm that solves P in time O(q(max(x), |x|)) for any instance x ∈ IP .
That means, the restricted set of instances Pmax,p can be solved in time O(q(p(x), |x|)) for
all polynomials p, implying that Pmax,p ∈ P ∀ polynomials p. By the definition of strong
NP-hardness of P , there exists a polynomial p such that Pmax,p is NP-hard. Thus, we con-
clude that P = NP, which contradicts our initial hypothesis. ■

Observation 1.3.1. We list a few elementary observations to highlight the significance of
the above definitions: [15]

(1) If a problem is solvable by a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm, then for every poly-
nomial p, the problem is solvable by a polynomial time algorithm when the numerical
parameters to the problem are given in unary notation.

(2) If a problem is not a numeric problem, then an algorithm for it is a pseudo-polynomial
time algorithm if and only if it is a polynomial time algorithm.

(3) If a problem is not a numeric problem, then it is NP-complete (or NP-hard) if and
only if it is NP-complete (or NP-hard) in the strong sense.

We conclude that while any NP-complete problem without numerical data is strongly NP-
complete, it is not enough to show that a numeric problem is NP-complete. We must proceed
to ask if the problem is also strongly NP-complete. If not, then we must ask if it has a pseudo-
polynomial time algorithm. Strongly NP-complete problems, as noted in [15], are far more
likely to be intractable than those that are simply NP-complete, as they cannot even be
solved by a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm unless P = NP.
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Chapter 2

The Pilot Assignment problem:
Formulation and Results

In this chapter, we formally define the Pilot Assignment (PA) problem described in the In-
troduction. We define feasible pilot assignments for our problem and determine the objective
function to be minimized. Next, we define the Min-k-Partition problem and its dual, the
Max-k-Cut problem. We briefly discuss what is known about these problems in literature,
although the choice of problem for the reduction to prove our main result in this chapter,
the NP-hardness of PA, will become clear in Chapter 3. The most important result in this
chapter is the proof of the fact that PA is NP-hard, by giving an explicit reduction from
Min-k-Partition to PA. Finally, we explicitly prove that Min-k-Partition is strongly
NP-hard. Throughout this chapter, we follow the notation used in [31, 23], which seems to
be the standard notation used in the field.

2.1 System Model
The Pilot Assignment problem describes a major problem that hinders resource allocation in
wireless networks. We consider the case of a cell-free massive MIMO system consisting of M
single-antenna APs and K (K ≪ M) UEs, which are randomly distributed in a large area.
We know that in cell-free massive MIMO systems, a large number of distributed APs jointly
provide uniform service to a small number of UEs using the same time-frequency resource.
At the beginning of a coherence interval τc, during uplink training, channel state information
between APs and UEs is required for both uplink and downlink data transmission. Thus,
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τ pilot sequences of length τ each are assigned to the UEs for channel estimation. Each
UE is assigned one pilot. However, due to the limited length of the coherence interval, the
available number of orthogonal pilot sequences is normally smaller than the number of UEs
(τ ≪ K). The number of available pilots is independent of the number of UEs. This leads
to the reuse of the same pilot for different UEs. The pilot reuse causes an impairment known
as pilot contamination, which can degrade the system performance.

The channel estimation error caused by pilot contamination translates into affected achiev-
able rates and eventually leads to an observable degradation of system throughput. Thus,
the system performance of cell-free massive MIMO has been characterized by the system

throughput in literature [31], which is defined as
K∑
k=1

Ru
k , where K is the number of users and

Ru
k denotes the uplink achievable rate for user k. The quantity Ru

k is further defined as Ru
k =

1− τ/τc
2

log2

1 +
ρuηk

(∑
m∈A(k) γkm

)2
ρu
∑

k′∈O(k) ηk′
(∑

m∈A(k) γkm
βk′m
βkm

)2
+ρu

∑K
k′=1 ηk′

∑
m∈A(k) γkmβk′m

+
∑

m∈A(k) γkm


(2.1)

where

· ηk is the uplink power control coefficient,

· ρu is the normalized uplink SNR (signal-to-noise ratio),

· βkm denotes the large-scale fading coefficient between user k and AP m including
geometric path loss and shadowing,

· γkm denotes the mean-square of the channel estimation of the channel coefficient be-
tween user k and AP m,

· A(k) denotes the indices of the APs serving user k, and

· O(k) denotes the set of indices of users k′ with the same pilot as user k, excluding user k.

In this problem, we assume that AP selection for each user has already been done. Thus,
every quantity in Equation (2.1) is a constant. The pilot assignment problem seeks to find
the optimum sets O(k) for all k. Put simply, we seek a partition of the users into τ non-
empty disjoint sets so that the system throughput is maximized. Thus, our optimization
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problem can be defined as

Fopt = max
P

K∑
k=1

Ru
k (2.2)

where P = {Pt, t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , τ}} is a partition of the UEs into τ non-empty disjoint sets,
depicting a pilot assignment scheme where Pt denotes the set of users assigned to pilot t. In
this vein, notice that only the first term in the sum in the denominator of the huge fraction
inside the logarithm expression in Equation (2.1) changes with a change in the assignment
of pilots to users. As the logarithm is an increasing function, we may focus only on the
huge fraction term inside it. Further, as noted before, only a single term in the denominator
changes, the rest are all constants. Thus we focus on the term

ρu
∑

k′∈O(k)

ηk′
( ∑
m∈A(k)

γkm
βk′m

βkm

)2
,

which should be minimized in order to maximize Equation (2.1). Notice that upto a scaling
of the large-scale coefficients, minimizing the above term is equivalent to minimizing the
term ∑

k′∈O(k)

∑
m∈A(k)

(βk′m/βkm)
2 .

This results in maximization of the uplink achievable rate for user k, Ru
k . Since our goal is

to minimize system throughput with an optimum pilot assignment for all the users, we shall
consider the sum of the above terms for all the users, i.e., we aim to minimize

K∑
k=1

∑
k′∈O(k)

∑
m∈A(k)

(βk′m/βkm)
2 .

There is also some physical intuition behind dropping the above constants. The large-scale
coefficient for a user and an AP is higher when they are geographically closer [27]. It is
safe to assume that for a user k, AP selection yields only those APs m in the set A(k) for
which the large-scale coefficients βkm are reasonably high. The above equations tell us that
given a user k, the potential disturbance from users k′ is severe when the proximity between
the interfering users k′ and the APs in the set A(k) is higher than that between the user k

and the APs in A(k). In a way, we want to put those users k′ in O(k), whose large-scale
coefficients with respect to the APs that have been selected to serve k are low. In other
words, they are farther from those APs than user k.
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2.2 Problem formulation
Given M APs, K users, with each user assigned a set A(k) (1 ≤ k ≤ K) which denotes the
indices of the subset of APs serving it, large-scale coefficients βkm between a user k and AP
m, and τ pilots, we need to find a partition of the K users into τ disjoint sets (where a set
contains the users served by the same pilot) such that

K∑
k=1

∑
k′∈O(k)

∑
m∈A(k)

(βk′m/βkm)
2 (2.3)

is minimized, where O(k) is the set of indices users k′ with the same pilot as user k, exclud-
ing user k. Note that since AP selection is done before pilot assignment [31], the innermost
summation remains untouched in this optimization problem.

Definition 2.2.1 (Cell-Free Massive MIMO system). Let A denote the set of APs with
cardinality M , U denote the set of users with cardinality K, and Ψ denote the set of pilots
with cardinality τ . Let β be a K ×M matrix, with the (k,m)-th element denoting the large-
scale coefficient βkm between user k and AP m. For each user k, the set A(k) (1 ≤ k ≤ K)

denotes the indices of the subset of APs serving it, as described above. We shall refer to the
tuple

(
A, U, {A(k)}Kk=1,β,Ψ

)
as a cell-free massive MIMO (CF-mMIMO) system S.

Definition 2.2.2 (Feasible Pilot Assignment). A feasible pilot assignment for a CF-
mMIMO system S is a well-defined, surjective function f : U → Ψ.

We state an easy-to-see lemma:

Lemma 2.2.1. Finding feasible pilot assignments for the users in a given cell-free massive
MIMO system S can be done in polynomial time.

Proof. All we really need is the partition of the set of users U such that no two subsets in
the partition intersect. As long as K ≫ τ , this is always possible. A simple greedy approach
to see that this is true would be to randomly select τ − 1 users from U , and assign them to
the first τ − 1 pilots in Ψ respectively. Then assign the remaining K − τ + 1 users to the
remaining τ -th pilot in Ψ. By construction, this is a feasible pilot assignment for the system
S. ■
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Let the τ subsets of U induced by f be V1, V2, . . . Vτ . In Equation (2.3), observe the outer
two summations. Given a user k, we only have to consider those users k′ which are served by
the same pilot as it. In other words, given a set in a partition, we must look at all possible
pairs of users within it. We must then look at the contribution of the pair k, k′ to the second
sum, which by symmetry turns out to be∑

m∈A(k)

(βk′m/βkm)
2 +

∑
m′∈A(k′)

(βkm′/βk′m′)2 (2.4)

As mentioned in [31], we can regard the above term as the quantity of interference (thus lead-
ing to potential pilot contamination) between users k and k′. Since the order or permutation
of the elements of the pair k, k′ matters, each pair of elements in a partition contributes two
terms to the second sum.

We then rewrite the outer two summations in Equation (2.3) as a summation over all possible
pairs k, k′ of Equation (2.4), and then a summation of this over all sets in the partition:

τ∑
t=1

∑
k,k′∈Vt

( ∑
m∈A(k)

(βk′m/βkm)
2 +

∑
m′∈A(k′)

(βkm′/βk′m′)2
)

(2.5)

Definition 2.2.3 (Pilot Assignment Problem (PA)). Given a cell-free massive MIMO
system S, we call the optimization problem

min
ffeasible

∑
k,k′∈U

f(k)=f(k′)

( ∑
m∈A(k)

(βk′m/βkm)
2 +

∑
m′∈A(k′)

(βkm′/βk′m′)2
)

the Pilot Assignment (PA) problem.

Finally, to talk about the computational complexity of the Pilot Assignment problem, we
assume that all numerical values appearing as input data for PA are rational and that they
are encoded in binary form. We shall define both the optimization and decision versions of
the problem. This will enable us to prove hardness results for the problem later:

Definition 2.2.4 (Decision version of the PA problem). The decision version of PA is
defined by a triple (IPA, q, SOLPA), where IPA is the set of all cell-free massive MIMO systems
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S, q ∈ Q+ and SOLPA : IPA → {0, 1} is a function that assigns to each pair (S, q) either the
value 0 or 1. The assignment is done based on whether an instance S has a value of at most
q for Equation (2.5). The problem asks if there exists an instance S ∈ IPA such that given a
number q, SOLPA(S, q) = 1.

Definition 2.2.5 (Optimization version of the PA problem). The minimization prob-
lem PA is characterized by the triple (IPA, SOLPA,mPA), where IPA is the set of all cell-free
massive MIMO systems S (instances of PA), SOLPA is a function that assigns every instance
S ∈ IPA to its set of feasible pilot assignments f , and mPA is a measure function that as-
signs to each pair (S, f), where S ∈ IPA and f ∈ SOLPA(S), the value of Equation (2.5).
The problem asks for a given instance S, a feasible assignment f ∈ SOLPA(S) such that
mPA(S, f) = min

f ′∈SOLPA(S)
mPA(S, f

′).

2.3 The Min-k-Partition and the Max-k-Cut problems
In this section, we define the two very well-studied problems that we will use to prove
hardness results for the Pilot Assignment problem.

Definition 2.3.1 (Min-k-Partition). Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) with n

vertices and weight ωi,j ∈ Q+ for the edge joining vertices i and j ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, the Min-

k-Partition problem seeks to find a partition V of V into k disjoint sets {V1, V2, . . . , Vk}
such that the total weight of the edges with endpoints within the same set is minimum.

The objective of the above problem can be formulated as:

min
V={V1,V2,...,Vk}

k∑
p=1

∑
i,j∈Vp

ωi,j (2.6)

The Min-k-Partition is also known as the Min-Sum k-Clustering problem [5, 10, 4].

Definition 2.3.2 (Max-k-Cut). Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) with weighted
edges, the Max-k-Cut problem seeks to find a partition of the vertices into k disjoint sub-
sets such that the total weight of the edges with endpoints in disjoint sets is maximum.

Lemma 2.3.1. Solving the Max-k-Cut problem on a graph is equivalent to solving the Min-

k-Partition problem on the same graph. In other words, the Min-k-Partition problem
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is the dual of the Max-k-Cut problem.

Proof. The proof of this fact is trivial: For every partition, an edge either has both its end-
points within the same block or in distinct blocks. Therefore the Max-k-Cut problem is
also known as the Min-k-Partition problem since minimizing the total weight of the edges
between vertices in the same set of the partition is equivalent to maximizing the total weight
of edges joining different sets of the partition [12, 28]. ■

Example 1. Below is an example of a Min-2-Partition problem, with the minimum
2-partition denoted by the dotted orange and pink lines. The measure or weight of the
minimum partition is 9. Notice that this is also the maximum 2-cut for the graph, giving us
the solution to the corresponding Max-2-Cut problem. The weight of the maximum cut is
24.

Figure 2.1: The optimal solution to a Min-2-Partition problem.

Both the Min-k-Partition and the Max-k-Cut problems have been extensively studied
in the literature. They are known to be NP-hard [9, 1, 16]. In particular, Linear Program-
ming (LP) and Semi-definite Programming (SDP) relaxation approaches have been used to
formulate and solve both the problems [12, 14, 9, 13, 25, 29, 18]. In the case of Min-k-

Partition, sparse instances of the problems can be solved faster with linear methods than
SDP-based methods, while SDP approaches perform better on dense instances [18, 29]. Ex-
ploring these methods in further detail, however, is out of the scope of this thesis. For the
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sake of completion, we conclude this section by giving an edge-only 0 − 1 ILP formulation
of Min-k-Partition, following [9, 8, 18, 29]:

For an instance of Min-k-Partition following Definition 2.3.1, the graph G can be com-
pleted to K|V | without loss of generality, by adding zero-weight edges. The edge set is then
E = {(i, j)|1 ≤ i < j ≤ |V |}. Define the binary variable xij as

xij =

 1 if i and j are in the same partition

0 otherwise.

The ILP formulation given by the authors of [9, 8] is:

min
∑

(i,j)∈E

wijxij (2.7a)

s.t. xih + xhj − xij ≤ 1 ∀ i, j, h ∈ V, i < j < h (2.7b)∑
i,j ∈Q : i<j

xij ≥ 1 ∀ Q ⊆ V where |Q| = k + 1 (2.7c)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i, j ∈ V, i < j (2.7d)

The triangle constraint 2.7b requires the values of the variables to be consistent with respect
to partition membership. If xih = 1 and xhj = 1, indicating that i, h and j are in the same
partition, by transitivity this implies xij = 1. For every subset of k + 1 vertices, the clique
constraint 2.7c forces at least two vertices to be in the same set. Together with constraint
2.7b, this implies that there are at most k sets. In total, there are 3

(|V |
3

)
triangle inequalities

and
( |V |
k+1

)
clique inequalities. We refer to this formulation as the edge formulation.

2.4 Primary hardness results for the Pilot Assignment

problem
We state and prove the first major theorem in this thesis:

Theorem 2.4.1. The following results hold for the time complexity of the PA problem:

(i) PA ∈ NPO.
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(ii) The optimization version of the PA problem, or simply the Pilot Assignment problem,
is NP-hard.

(iii) The PA problem is strongly NP-hard.

Proof.

(i) It is recognizable in polynomial time whether a string encodes a tuple representing
a cell-free massive MIMO system, as it primarily involves a check of the cardinality
of multiple sets, and the dimension of a matrix. If all the users and pilots are listed
individually, then the encoding length of a feasible pilot assignment for the users can-
not exceed the encoding length of the CF-mMIMO system. From Lemma 2.2.1, we
know that it is decidable in polynomial time if a pilot assignment is feasible. Finally,
it is clear that Equation (2.5) is computable in polynomial time. Therefore, PA ∈ NPO.

(ii) We prove that the Pilot Assignment problem is NP-hard by establishing the following
claim: Min-k-Partition ≤p

T PA.

Consider an arbitrary instance of the Min-k-Partition problem, specified by a weight-
ed graph G = (V,E, ω), where ω : E → R+ is a function mapping edges to their
weights.

We construct an instance of PA as follows:
Set K = |V |. The set of users U is set to be the set of vertices V . Thus, |U | = K. The
number of pilots τ is set to be k. This determines the set Ψ = {1, . . . , k}. For all users
indexed by 1 ≤ i ≤ K, set |A(i)| = 1. This determines K number of APs. Since we
know that in a practical cell-free massive MIMO system, we have M ≫ K, we could
define many dummy APs to achieve this condition. We set the total number of APs in
our PA instance as some arbitrarily large constant M ≫ K, which determines the set
A = {1, . . . , K, . . . ,M}. Further, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ K, let A(i) = {i}. Thus, a single, distinct
AP indexed by i serves the user i. Now, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ K and ∀ 1 ≤ m ≤ M set

βim =


1 if m = i,√

ω((i,m))
2

if m ̸= i and m ≤ K,

0 otherwise.
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This determines the matrix β in our instance of the problem.

(⇒) If we have a solution to an instance of the Min-k-Partition problem, then by
Definition 2.3.1, we have a partition V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} of the vertex set V such that

the expression
k∑

t=1

∑
i,j∈Vt

ω((i, j)) is minimized. By our construction, the set of vertices

V is the set of users U and k is the cardinality of the set Ψ, τ . Replacing k by τ and
i, j by the arbitrary indices k, k′ to denote the users in our constructed instance of the

PA problem, we get that the minimized equation is
τ∑

t=1

∑
k,k′∈Vt

ω((k, k′)). Recall that the

objective function to be minimized in a general instance of the PA problem is Equation
(2.5), which can be simplified to

τ∑
t=1

∑
k,k′∈Vt

( ∑
m∈A(k)

(βk′m/βkm)
2 +

∑
m′∈A(k′)

(βkm′/βk′m′)2
)

=
τ∑

t=1

∑
k,k′∈Vt

(
(βk′k/βkk)

2 + (βkk′/βk′k′)
2

)

=
τ∑

t=1

∑
k,k′∈Vt

ω((k, k′))

Thus we have a solution to our PA problem instance.

(⇐) By the above simplification of Equation (2.5), if we have a solution for the above-
constructed instance of the PA problem, we end up minimizing the expression

τ∑
t=1

∑
k,k′∈Vt

ω((k, k′))

Now, we map the users k, k′ back to the vertices of the graph via arbitrary indices i, j,
and note that the number of pilots τ is in fact the desired number of cuts, k. So we
end up minimizing the expression

k∑
t=1

∑
i,j∈Vt

ω((i, j))

which represents the total weight of such edges which have both endpoints in the same
partition. Thus, due to the construction of our PA instance, we also have a solution to
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the corresponding Min-k-Partition instance.

Therefore, the Min-k-Partition instance has a solution if and only if if the above
PA instance has a solution. This proves the claim that the Min-k-Partition problem
is polynomial-time reducible to the Pilot Assignment problem.

From the discussion in Section 2.3, we see that an NP-hard problem optimization prob-
lem is Turing-reducible, in polynomial time, to the problem of our interest. Thus it is
clear that the Pilot Assignment problem is NP-hard.

(iii) We just gave a polynomial time reduction from Min-k-Partition to PA. It is stated in
[13] that Min-k-Partition is strongly NP-hard due to a reduction from the Graph

k-Colourability problem, which has been proven to be strongly NP-complete [15].
As we could not find a reference for an explicit proof of this fact in the literature,
we give a simple proof of the aforementioned reduction: The Chromatic Number

or Graph k-Colourability is a non-numeric decision problem which asks whether
the vertices of a graph G can be coloured using at most k colours such that no two
adjacent vertices have the same colour. In other words, it asks if we can partition the
vertices into at most k sets such that each of the sets is an independent set.

We give a simple Turing reduction from Graph k-Colourability to Min-k-Partit-

ion as follows: Given an instance (G,E, k) of the Graph k-Colourability problem,
associate to it an instance of Min-k-Partition defined by G = (V,E, ω), such that
ω : E → 1. It is easy to see that G is k-colourable if and only if the optimal solution
to the associated instance of Min-k-Partition yields a value of 0. This is due to
the fact that a solution to the k-Colouring problem on G induces k independent
sets in G. In our instance of Min-k-Partition, these k independent sets translate to
k subsets of the set of vertices V of the graph, such that no two vertices in a given
subset are adjacent. Thus, the endpoints of any edge in G must be in two different
sets. This gives us the minimum possible value of the sum of the weights of the edges
with endpoints in the same partition: 0. Thus, we see that independent sets in G give
us the optimum solution to the constructed instance of Min-k-Partition. On the
other hand, if the solution to our Min-k-Partition instance has a value of 0, then
all the edges in G have endpoints in disjoint sets of the partition. This follows from
the fact that the weight of each edge is 1. Thus, the vertices in a given subset are
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pairwise disjoint, forming an independent set. Colouring the k independent sets in this
partition of V using k different colours gives us the desired solution to the Graph

k-Colourability problem. ■

We end this section with a simple corollary of the above theorem:

Corollary 2.4.2. For every q ∈ Q+, the decision version of the PA problem is NP-complete.

Proof. The proof of this fact follows from Lemma 1.2.2. One should note that since all
decision problems in NP are Turing-reducible (in polynomial time) to PA, an oracle that
gives the optimal solution for PA with its value automatically returns yes or no for an
instance of any problem in NP mapped to an instance of PA. By Theorem 1.2.1, this is true
of the corresponding decision version of every instance of PA too. Thus, we have a Karp
reduction from any decision problem in NP to the corresponding decision problem of PA. ■
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Chapter 3

Approximation theory and results

In the previous chapter, we proved that the Pilot Assignment problem is strongly NP-hard.
This tells us that unless P = NP, there exists no polynomial-time algorithm to solve PA.
In this chapter, we focus on the more practical aspects of tackling this problem. Instead
of trying to obtain optimal solutions, we look at how well we can approximate the optimal
solution to the problem in polynomial time. The varying behaviour of NP-hard optimization
problems with respect to their approximability properties is captured by the definition of
approximation classes that form a strict hierarchy under the assumption of P ̸= NP, whose
levels correspond to different degrees of approximation.

Further, even though the decision problems corresponding to most NP-hard optimization
problems are Karp-reducible to each other, the optimization problems do not share the same
approximability properties. This is due to the fact that Karp reductions do not always pre-
serve the measure function and, even if they do, they seldom preserve the quality of the
solutions. This is especially true of Karp reductions from the decision versions of maximiza-
tion problems to minimization problems and vice versa. As will be clear, this is the reason we
gave a reduction from Min-k-Partition to PA instead of using Max-k-Cut, even though
these are equivalent problems. We introduce a stronger kind of reducibility, namely AP-
reducibility, that not only maps instances of a problem P1 to instances of a problem P2, but
also maps back good solutions for P2 to good solutions for P1.

Approximation-preserving reductions induce an order on optimization problems based on
their “difficulty” of being approximated. They are also an essential tool for proving non-
approximability results. In this chapter, we prove that our reduction in Chapter 2 is
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approximation-preserving, and also give an explicit approximation-preserving reduction from
PA to Min-k-Partition. The latter is especially important from a practical viewpoint, as
it allows us to translate the performance ratios for various algorithms/heuristics that may
be designed for the Min-k-Partition problem. Finally, we use the reduction from Chapter
2 to prove negative approximability results for the Pilot Assignment problem.

3.1 Approximation algorithms: Definitions and Results
The definitions and results in this section can be found in Chapters 3 and 8 of [3].

3.1.1 Approximation classes

Definition 3.1.1 (Approximation algorithm). Given an optimization problem P =

(IP , SOLP , mP , goalP ), an algorithm A is an approximation algorithm for P if, for
any given instance x ∈ I, it returns an approximate solution, that is, a feasible solution
A(x) ∈ SOL(x).

In order to express the quality of an approximate solution, the most widely used notions are
that of the relative error and the performance ratio.

Definition 3.1.2 (Relative error). Given an optimization problem P , for any instance x

of P and for any feasible solution y of x, the relative error of y with respect to x is defined
as

E(x, y) =
|m∗(x)−m(x, y)|

max{m∗(x),m(x, y)}
.

We notice immediately that in the case of both maximization and minimization problems, the
relative error is 0 when the solution obtained is optimal, and approaches 1 as the approximate
solution gets poorer.

Definition 3.1.3 (ε-approximate algorithm). Given an optimization problem P and an
approximation algorithm A for P , we say that A is an ε-approximate algorithm for P if,
given any input instance x of P , the relative error of the approximate solution A(x) provided
by algorithm A is bounded by ε, that is

E(x,A(x)) ≤ ε.

Definition 3.1.4 (Performance ratio). Given an optimization problem P , for any instance
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x of P and for any feasible solution y of x, the performance ratio of y with respect to x

is defined as

R(x, y) = max

(
m(x, y)

m∗(x)
,
m∗(x)

m(x, y)

)
.

Remark 3.1.1. The performance ratio and the relative error of an approximate solution y

with respect to an instance x of an optimization problem P are related as follows:

E(x, y) = 1− 1

R(x, y)
.

Definition 3.1.5 (r(n)-approximate algorithm). Given an optimization problem P in
NPO, an approximation algorithm A for P , and a function r : N 7→ (1,∞), we say that A
is an r(n)-approximate algorithm for P if, for any instance x such that SOL(x) ̸= ∅,
the performance ratio of the feasible solution A(x) with respect to x satisfies the following
inequality:

R(x,A(x)) ≤ r(|x|).

An NP-hard optimization problem P is called ε-approximable (respectively, r(n)-approximable)
if there exists a polynomial-time ε-approximate (respectively, r(n)-approximate algorithm for
P .

We now proceed to define several classes of optimization problems in NPO with special
approximability properties:

Definition 3.1.6 (Class APX). The class of all NPO problems P such that, for some fixed
constant c > 1, there exists a polynomial-time c-approximate algorithm (also called constant-
factor approximation algorithm) for P .

Lemma 3.1.1. If P ̸= NP, then APX ⊂ NPO.

Proof. The proof of this result follows from Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 under Section
3.1.3 in Chapter 3 of [3]. ■

Definition 3.1.7 (Class PTAS). Let P be an NPO problem. A Polynomial Time Ap-
proximation Scheme is an algorithm A that, for any given ϵ > 0 and an instance x of
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P , when applied to input (x, ϵ) approximates x within a factor 1 + ϵ in time that is polyno-
mial in |x|, and can depend arbitrarily upon 1/ϵ. The class of NPO problems P with such
approximation schemes is called PTAS.

Lemma 3.1.2. If P ̸= NP, then PTAS ⊂ APX.

Proof. The proof of this result follows from Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 3.13 under Section
3.2.2 in Chapter 3 of [3]. ■

Definition 3.1.8 (Class FPTAS). Let P be an NPO problem. A Fully Polynomial
Time Approximation Scheme is an algorithm A that, for any given ϵ > 0 and an in-
stance x of P , when applied to input (x, ϵ) approximates x within a factor 1 + ϵ in time
that is polynomial in |x| and 1/ϵ. The class of NPO problems P with such approximation
schemes is called FPTAS.

Definition 3.1.9 (Polynomially bounded optimization problem). An optimization
problem is polynomially bounded if there exists a polynomial p such that, for any instance
x of the problem and for any y ∈ SOL(x), m(x, y) ≤ p(|x|)·

Theorem 3.1.3. No NP-hard polynomially bounded optimization problem belongs to the
class FPTAS unless P = NP.

Proof. This theorem has been proved as Theorem 3.15 under Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3 of
[3]. ■

Lemma 3.1.4. If P ̸= NP, then FPTAS ⊂ PTAS.

Proof. See the proof of corollary 3.16 in Section 3.3.3, Chapter 3 of [3]. ■

Definition 3.1.10 (Class F -APX). Given a class of functions F , F -APX is the class of
all NPO problems P such that, for some function r ∈ F , there exists a polynomial-time
r(n)-approximate algorithm for P .

The following table defines various F -APX classes:
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Class F -APX Set of functions denoted by F

APX constant functions
log-APX O(log n)

poly-APX
⋃
k>0

O(nk)

exp-APX
⋃
k>0

O(2n
k
)

Lemma 3.1.5 ([3]). If P ̸= NP, exp-APX ⊂ NPO.

Proof. Let P = (I, SOL, m, goal) be a problem in NPO. Since m is computable in polyno-
mial time, there exist h and k such that for any x ∈ I with |x| = n and for any y ∈ SOL(x),
m(x, y) ≤ h2n

k . This is because the range of possible values of m(x, y) has an upper bound
given by M = 2p(|x|) for some polynomial p, which is again due to the properties of NPO
problems which state that the length |y| of any solution y ∈ SOL(x) is bounded by q(|x|)
for some polynomial q, and m is computable in polynomial time (see Definition 1.2.2). This
implies that any feasible solution has a performance ratio bounded by h2n

k . Indeed, the
polynomial bound on the computation time of the measure function for all NPO problems
implies that they are h2n

k-approximable for some h and k. This seems to imply that the
classes exp-APX and NPO are the same. However, we note that there exist several problems
in NPO for which it is hard even to decide whether any feasible solution exists, (and thus to
find such a feasible solution) unless P = NP. An example of such a problem is the Minimum

{0, 1}-Linear Programming problem, which belongs to NPO. The problem instance con-
sists of a matrix A ∈ Zm×n and vectors b ∈ Zm, w ∈ Nn. The problem asks for a solution

x ∈ {0, 1}n such that Ax ≥ b, and the measure function
n∑

i=1

wixi is minimized. Given an

integer matrix A and an integer vector b, deciding whether a binary vector x exists such that
Ax ≥ b is NP-hard, as the Satisfiability problem is polynomial-time reducible to this
decision problem (see Example 1.10 in Section 1.3.1, Chapter 1 of [3]). This implies that,
if P ̸= NP, then Minimum {0, 1}-Linear Programming does not belong to exp-APX. ■

Result 3.1.1. Finally, we have the following inclusion:

FPTAS ⊆ PTAS ⊆ APX ⊆ log-APX ⊆ poly-APX ⊆ exp-APX ⊆ NPO,

and the inclusions are all strict unless P = NP.
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3.1.2 Approximation-preserving reduction: AP-reducibility

A reduction from a problem P1 to a problem P2 gives us a method to solve P1 if we have
an algorithm that can solve P2. In the context of approximation algorithms, the reduction
should guarantee that an approximate solution of P2 yields an approximate solution for P1.
Thus, the polynomial-time Karp reducibility defined for decision problems must be modified,
since we need not only a function f mapping instances of P1 into instances of P2, but also
a function g mapping back solutions of P2 into solutions of P1 while preserving certain
properties of the solutions.

Figure 3.1: Approximation-preserving reduction between two optimization problems.

We now define an approximation-preserving reducibility called AP-reducibility. Although
different types of approximation-preserving reducibilities have been defined in the litera-
ture, AP-reducibility is sufficiently general to incorporate the properties of almost all such
reducibilities, while also establishing a linear relation between performance ratios. The lat-
ter property is especially important in order to preserve membership in all approximation
classes.

Definition 3.1.11 (AP-reducibility). Let P1 and P2 be two optimization problems in NPO.
P1 is said to be AP-reducible to P2, written P1 ≤AP P2, if there exist two functions f and
g and a constant α ≥ 1 such that:

1. For an instance x ∈ IP1, and for any rational r > 1, f(x, r) ∈ IP2.
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2. For an instance x ∈ IP1, and for any rational r > 1, if SOLP1(x) ̸= ∅, then
SOLP2(f(x, r)) ̸= ∅.

3. For any instance x ∈ IP1, for any rational r > 1, and for any y ∈ SOLP2(f(x, r)),
g(x, y, r) ∈ SOLP1(x).

4. f and g are computable by two algorithms Af and Ag, respectively, whose running time
is polynomial for any fixed rational r.

5. For any instance x ∈ IP1, for any rational r > 1, and for any y ∈ SOLP2(f(x, r)),

RP2(f(x, r), y) ≤ r ⇒ RP1(x, g(x, y, r)) ≤ 1 + α(r − 1).

In the rest of this thesis, this condition will be referred to as the AP-condition.

The triple (f, g, α) is said to be an AP-reduction from P1 to P2.

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of how to use AP-reduction.

The significance of the above reducibility is reflected in the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1.6 ([3]). If P1 ≤AP P2 and P2 ∈ APX (respectively, P2 ∈ PTAS), then P1 ∈ APX
(respectively, P1 ∈ PTAS).

Proof. Let (f, g, α) be an AP-reduction from P1 to P2. If P2 ∈ APX and AP2 is an algorithm
for P2 with performance ratio at most r, then (see Figure 3.2)

AP1(x) = g(x, AP2(f(x, r)), r)

is an algorithm for P1 with performance ratio at most (1+α(r−1)). Similarly, if P2 ∈ PTAS
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and AP2 is a polynomial-time approximation scheme for P2, then

AP1(x, ϵ
′) = g(x, AP2(f(x, 1 + ϵ), ϵ), 1 + ϵ)

is a polynomial-time approximation scheme for P1, where ϵ′ = αϵ. This follows from the fact
that AP1 has a performance ratio that is at most 1 + α((1 + ϵ)− 1) = 1 + αϵ. ■

Remark 3.1.2. APX reductions not only preserve membership in PTAS and APX, but also
in the larger classes log-APX and poly-APX, subject to the additional condition that for a
fixed problem size, the computation time of f, g must be non-increasing as the approximation
ratio increases.

Remark 3.1.3. As noted in Section 8.2, Chapter 8 of [3], Definition 3.1.11 actually in-
troduces the notion of an approximation preserving reducibility scheme since, according to
Figure 3.1, for any r, two functions that depend on r, namely fr and gr, exist that reduce
P1 to P2 while linearly preserving approximation ratios. This extension makes sense as we
can’t justify ignoring the quality of the solution we are looking for a priori, when reducing
one optimization problem to another. However, this information is not required in most (but
not all) reductions seen in the literature. Hence, from now on whenever functions f and g do
not depend on r, we will not specify this dependency. We shall replace f(x, r) and g(x, y, r)

with f(x) and g(x, y), respectively.

Lemma 3.1.7. AP-reducibility is transitive, i.e., if P1 ≤AP P2 and P2 ≤AP P3, then P1 ≤AP

P3.

Proof. The proof of the above lemma is straightforward and only requires applying the
conditions in Definition 3.1.11 successively on the reduction from P1 to P2 and from P2 to
P3 to get the same properties for the reduction from P1 to P3. ■

Thus, AP-reducibility induces a partial order on problems in the same approximation class.

Definition 3.1.12 (C-hard problem). Given a class C of NPO problems, a problem P is
C-hard with respect to AP-reducibility if, for any P ′ ∈ C, P ′ ≤AP P . A C-hard problem is
C-complete with respect to the AP-reducibility if it belongs to C.

Section 8.2.1, Chapter 8 of [3] states that if a problem P is NPO-complete, then P /∈ APX,
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unless P = NP. Moreover, if a problem P is APX-complete, then P /∈ PTAS, unless P =

NP. Hence, completeness results automatically yield non-approximability results.

3.2 Approximability results for the Pilot Assignment prob-

lem
We will now address the disparity in the approximability of the equivalent Min-k-Partition

and Max-k-Cut problems. Indeed, in general, the approximability results that hold for an
optimization problem, be it a minimization or a maximization problem, are vastly different
from those that hold for its dual. We know that while the Max-k-Cut has a polynomial-
time (1 − k−1)-approximate algorithm [26, 14], it is not possible to find an ε-approximate
algorithm for the Min-k-Partition problem in polynomial time for any ε unless P = NP
[26]. In fact, Max-k-Cut is APX-complete, while Min-k-Partition is not in APX (see
Appendix B of [3]).

The outline of this section is as follows: We first give an AP-reduction from PA to Min-k-

Partition. This will help us translate the performance ratios that exist for the approxima-
tion of special cases of Min-k-Partition (for example, when k = 2 or 3) into performance
ratios for the corresponding PA problem [21]. We then present a few approximability re-
sults for the Min-k-Partition problem from the literature in the form of a lemma, and
then show that the reduction we gave from Min-k-Partition to PA is an AP-reduction.
Together, these will yield both positive and negative approximability results for the PA prob-
lem.

3.2.1 Preserving approximation bounds from Min-k-Partition to

PA

From Definition 3.1.11, it is clear that if we mean to use the performance ratios that have
been studied in the literature for the Min-k-Partition problem for the PA problem, we
must provide an AP-reduction from PA to Min-k-Partition.

Theorem 3.2.1. PA ≤AP Min-k-Partition.

Proof. Since we’ve shown that the decision version of PA is NP-complete, it follows from
the definition of NP-completeness (and Remark 1.1.2) that PA and Min-k-Partition are
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equivalently hard. We first give an explicit polynomial-time reduction from PA to Min-k-

Partition, and then prove that it is in fact an AP-reduction.

Consider an arbitrary instance of the PA problem, specified by the cell-free massive MIMO
system S = (A, U, A(k),β,Ψ) with |A| = M, |U | = K, |Ψ| = τ . We construct an instance of
Min-k-Partition as follows: Define a complete graph G = (V,E, ω) (where ω : E → R+ is
a function that maps the edges in our graph to positive real values), by setting V = U . By
construction, we have |V | = K and |E| = K(K+1)

2
. For any edge (k, k′) ∈ E, where k, k′ ∈ V ,

we set
ω((k, k′)) =

∑
m∈A(k)

(βk′,m/βk,m)
2 +

∑
m′∈A(k′)

(βk,m′/βk′,m′)2 .

The weight function ω defined above satisfies a symmetric property, i.e., ω((k, k′)) = ω((k′, k)).
It is important to note that we set the value of k that is referred to in the title of the Min-

k-Partition problem to τ . So we have constructed an instance of a Min-τ -Partition

problem.

(⇒) If we have a solution to an instance of the PA problem, then we have minimized the
optimization function given by Equation (2.5), which we state again:

τ∑
t=1

∑
k,k′∈Vt

( ∑
m∈A(k)

(βk′m/βkm)
2 +

∑
m′∈A(k′)

(βkm′/βk′m′)2
)

But notice that the objective function to be minimized in a general instance of the Min-k-

Partition problem is
k∑

t=1

∑
i,j∈Vt

ω((i, j)). By the construction of our instance of the Min-k-

Partition problem, the users U form the vertices V of the graph and the cardinality τ of
the set of pilots Ψ is k (which is in the title of the problem, denoting the number of subsets
of the vertices). Replacing τ by k and the user indices k, k′ by the arbitrary indices i, j

to denote the vertices of our graph, we get that the function minimized by solving the PA
instance is

k∑
t=1

∑
i,j∈Vt

( ∑
m∈A(i)

(βjm/βim)
2 +

∑
m′∈A(j)

(βim′/βjm′)2
)
=

k∑
t=1

∑
i,j∈Vt

ω((i, j))

Therefore, we have a solution to our instance of the Min-τ -Partition problem.

(⇐) By the above argument, it is clear that if we have a solution to our constructed instance
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of the Min-τ -Partition problem, we also have a solution to the corresponding PA instance
by a reverse change of indices, as seen in Theorem 2.4.1.(ii).

Hence, we have shown an explicit polynomial-time reduction from PA to Min-k-Partition.
What remains to be verified is that this is an AP-reduction. To see this, consider an instance
of PA given by S =

(
A, U, {A(k)}Kk=1,β,Ψ

)
. A general instance of Min-k-Partition is given

by an undirected graph G = (V,E, ω). In the above reduction, we have that G is a complete
graph with V = U and ω((i, j)) =

∑
m∈A(i)

(βj,m/βi,m)
2 +

∑
m′∈A(j)

(βi,m′/βj,m′)2 ∀ i, j ∈ V .

Recall Definition 3.1.11. Thus we have f :
(
A, U, {A(k)}Kk=1,β,Ψ

)
7→ (U,E(KU), w) where

E(KU) denotes the set of edges of the complete graph on the vertices denoted by U , and
ω((k, k′)) =

∑
m∈A(k)

(βk′,m/βk,m)
2 +

∑
m′∈A(k′)

(βk,m′/βk′,m′)2. Further, if we have obtained the

partition V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} of the vertex set V in our constructed instance of Min-k-

Partition, we get that the feasible assignment h which is the solution to the corresponding
PA instance is defined as h(k) = t such that k ∈ Vt ∀ k ∈ U . We set g : (S,V) 7→ h, where
h(i) = t such that i ∈ Vt ∈ V . Notice that f and g do not depend on the performance ratio.
Finally, for any instance S of PA, with G = f(S) as the constructed instance of Min-k-

Partition, V as the solution of G, and h = g(S,V) as the solution to the original instance
S of PA, we see that mPA(S, h) = mMkP(G,V) (where MkP is short for Min-k-Partition),
by the nature of the constructed instances and solutions. We conclude that f and g satisfy
the AP-condition with α = 1, and thus the polynomial-time reduction described above is an
AP-reduction. ■

As a consequence of this theorem, any existing performance ratios for approximating the
solution to a Min-k-Partition problem directly translate to the same performance ratios
for approximating the solution to the corresponding Pilot Assignment problem.

The figures on the next page are inspired from Fig. 1 in [31], where the authors depict the
mapping of a Pilot Assignment problem with 9 users and 3 pilots to a Max-3-Cut problem:
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(a) Min-3-Partition instance corresponding to the PA instance

(b) Solution of the Min-3-Partition instance. Edges of the same colour lie in
the same subset, while those marked with a cross have endpoints in different
subsets of the partition

Figure 3.3: The above figures show the reduction from a PA instance with K = 9 and τ = 3
to its corresponding Min-3-Partition instance, and the solution of the Min-3-Partition
instance.
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3.2.2 Approximability results for PA

We state a few results on the approximability of Min-k-Partition stated in [21, 12] as a
lemma:

Lemma 3.2.2. Assuming P ̸= NP, the following statements hold with respect to the com-
putational complexity of Min-k-Partition:

(i) The problem is not in APX. [26]

(ii) It is NP-hard to approximate Min-k-Partition within O(|E|), even when restricting
the instances to graphs with |E| = Ω(|V |2−ϵ), for a fixed ϵ, 0 < ϵ < 1. [21]

(iii) No polynomial time algorithm can achieve a better performance ratio than 1.058 in the
case of k = 2. [19]

(iv) In case of k = 2, a polynomial time algorithm with a performance guarantee of log |V |
is known. [17]

(v) In case of k = 3, a polynomial time algorithm with a performance guarantee of ϵ|V |2

for any ϵ > 0 is known. [21]

We now prove that the reduction we gave from Min-k-Partition to PA in Section 2.4 is
approximation preserving:

Lemma 3.2.3. The polynomial-time reduction from Min-k-Partition to PA given in The-
orem 2.4.1.(ii) is an AP-reduction.

Proof. Consider an instance G = (V,E, ω) of Min-k-Partition, we need to determine
the function f that maps it to an instance of PA. A general instance of PA is determined
by the tuple

(
A, U, {A(k)}Kk=1,β,Ψ

)
. From our reduction, we get that f : (V,E, ω) 7→(

{1, . . . , |V |, . . . ,M}, V, {i}|V |
i=1, β, {1, . . . , k}

)
, where M is an arbitrary constant such that

M ≫ |V |, and the im-th element of the matrix β is βim = 1 if m = i,
√

ω((i,m))
2

if m ̸= i and
m ≤ K, and 0 otherwise. Moreover, if h is the feasible assignment that forms the solution
of our constructed instance of PA, then the partition of vertices V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} that
forms the solution of our original Min-k-Partition instance is defined as Vt = {i |h(i) = t}
where i ∈ V . We set g : (G, h) 7→ V , where Vt = {k | k ∈ U and h(k) = t} ∀ 1 ≤ t ≤ τ .
Notice that f and g do not depend on the performance ratio.
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Finally, for any instance G of Min-k-Partition, with S = f(G) as the constructed instance
of PA, h as the solution of S, and V = g(G,V) as the solution to the original instance G

of Min-k-Partition, we see that mMkP(G,V) = mPA(S, h) (where MkP is short for Min-

k-Partition), by the nature of the constructed instances and solutions. We conclude that
f and g satisfy the AP-condition with α = 1, and thus the polynomial-time reduction de-
scribed above is an AP-reduction. ■

Using Theorem 3.2.1 and Lemmas 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, we are now ready to prove the following
theorem on the approximability of the Pilot Assignment problem, inspired by Section 3.2.3
of [12]:

Theorem 3.2.4. Assuming P ̸= NP, The following statements hold true for the Pilot As-
signment problem :

(i) PA is in exp-APX.

(ii) An approximation of the PA problem within O(K2) for τ ≥ 3 is impossible in polynomial
time.

(iii) In the special case of τ = 2, while no polynomial time algorithm can achieve a perfor-
mance ratio better than 1.058, there exists an algorithm with a performance guarantee
of log |K| in polynomial time.

(iv) In the special case of τ = 3, there exists a polynomial time algorithm with a performance
guarantee of ϵ|K|2 for any ϵ > 0.

Proof.

(i) From Lemmas 2.2.1 , 3.1.5 and 3.2.2.(i), the result follows immediately.

(ii) From Lemma 3.2.2.(ii), we have that Min-k-Partition cannot be approximated
within O(|E|) in polynomial time for k ≥ 3. Further, in the PA problem, we typi-
cally deal with complete (or dense) graphs. So we have that |E| = Ω(K2), where K is
the number of users, or vertices in the graph. The number of pilots available, or the
number of partitions required in the graph is τ . Hence, using Lemma 3.2.3, we get
that unless P = NP, it is impossible to approximate PA within O(K2) in polynomial
time for τ ≥ 3.
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(iii) The first part of this claim follows from Lemma 3.2.3 and Lemma 3.2.2.(iii), while the
second part follows from Theorem 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2.(iv).

(iv) As above, this follows easily from Theorem 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2.(v). ■

Finally, we would like to remark the following: While the fact that Min-k-Partition is
AP-reducible to PA is used to prove negative approximation results for the Pilot Assignment
problem, this cannot be applied to the positive approximation results on Min-k-Partition

to prove similar results for the Pilot Assignment problem. As is clear from Definition 3.1.11,
we need the fact that PA is also AP-reducible to Min-k-Partition to carry over explicit
lower bounds for the Min-k-Partition problem (from Lemma 3.2.2) to the Pilot Assignment
problem.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Open Problems

In this thesis, we explored the problem of pilot assignment in cell-free massive MIMO systems
to reduce pilot contamination, so as to enable efficient data transmission between users in a
wireless communication network. We did so from a theoretical computer science perspective,
where our aim was to study the inherent hardness of the problem and find provable guaran-
tees on the quality of achievable solutions to this problem. We defined the cell-free massive
MIMO system mathematically, which is crucial in any theoretical study of this problem with
problem instances and feasible solutions. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we addressed the NP-
hardness and the approximability of the PA optimization problem respectively. We proved
that the Pilot Assignment problem is NP-hard, and at the same time, does not belong to
the APX class of problems.

From our results in Chapter 3, we find it interesting to note that any research on the
classical Min-k-Partition problem can be directly applied to the PA problem. This thesis
does not explore the SDP or LP formulations of the Min-k-Partition problem, which
is an active area of research. Further research in this area seems to be a step in the right
direction towards finding better optimal solutions for the pilot assignment problem. It is also
interesting to note that there has been very little research on the parameterized complexity
of the Max-k-Cut problem for k ≥ 3, and more importantly, of the Min-k-Partition

problem for even the case k = 2. A practical question that arises here is if these problems
even admit an XP algorithm for some suitable parameter. Such an algorithm may yield a
Pilot Assignment scheme with superior performance, depending on the parameter used in the
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algorithm. In the same vein, parameterized approximation algorithms might be an intersting
topic of research, which involves designing algorithms that aim to find approximate solutions
to NP-hard optimization problems in time that is polynomial in the input size and a function
of a specific parameter. Finally, a question of purely theoretical interest to address from our
work in Chapter 3 is whether the Min-k-Partition problem is NPO-complete, which makes
it exp-APX complete. We suspect that this problem might be NPO-intermediate, that is,
an optimization problem which is in the class NPO but is neither in the class PO nor NPO-
complete under the assumption that P ̸= NP. Thus, we will be able to characterize the
approximation complexity class of PA accordingly.
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